At revitalyze, we are transforming the construction industry towards circularity by offering a white-label B2B commerce and intra-commerce solution for the reuse of surplus materials from construction sites.

You are looking for
- growing your development skills in Python, Django, Javascript, Devops, Bootstrap
- gaining experience in an award-winning startup
- creating real world impact
- a challenge that can go beyond the IDP project

What we offer
- good work and ownership are financially rewarded
- insights into all areas of a start-up like business development and financing
- you will become owner of your features: all the way from building to testing

Your tasks (depending on number of students)
**Feature 1:** Development of a customer portal. The feature should allow onboarding and management of customers and suppliers.

**Feature 2:** Development of internal construction site matching. The feature should contain a logic (based on LLMs or algorithms) for matching search requests with material supply in order to automate manual procurement processes.

send your CV to david@revitalyze.io